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Bai Shengshui frowned, and said tenderly, “Sisters, form a formation.” As the
voice fell, the six fairies moved their figures, quickly changed their orientation, and
surrounded Duan Yu in the middle.
That’s right, the Six Fairies cast the Misty Seven Immortals Array.
A year ago, the Seven Fairies relied on this formation to tightly restrain Xing Yao, the
first female commander of Apocalypse, and bought time for the entire Diyuan Continent.
However, the fragrance of the two fairies disappeared, and the seven fairies became
the sixth fairies.
With one person missing, the power of the Misty Seven Immortals formation is greatly
weakened.
But the six fairies still did not flinch!
“Formation?”
Seeing the changing figures of the six fairies, Duan Yu showed a smile on his face,
disdainful: “Six beauties, just relying on a broken formation, you want to trap me, are
you too naive?”
As soon as the voice fell, Duan Yu clenched the opening axe and rushed forward!
However, under the fierce battle, the six fairies became more and more frightened. They
clearly felt that the formation they formed did not suppress Duan Yu. On the contrary,
under the power of Duan Yu’s Kaitian Axe, they gradually fell behind! The two fairies are
not there, the power of the formation is too much!
How to do?
The little fairy can’t be in a hurry. If this goes on, her six sisters won’t be able to last
long.
On Yue Feng’s side, haven’t you got the antidote yet?
At this moment, the six fairies were extremely anxious in their hearts, and they also
thought of Yue Feng at the same time, hoping that Yue Feng would come soon.
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Donghai City, Zhaixinglou!
“Which bottle is the antidote! Hurry up!” The
furious roar resounded throughout the entire mountain of Zhaixinglou.
At this time, on the square in front of the Star-Zhailing Building, Yue Feng’s eyes were
blood red, almost on the verge of rage!
In front of Yue Feng, Ji Linglong was tied up by Wu Hua and completely subdued.
Just now, Yue Feng broke up tens of thousands of soldiers with a move of the Promise
Good Fortune Palm! At this time, the mountain range of Zhaixinglou has two large slap
prints, thousands of meters in diameter! Very eye-catching!
One of these two slap prints was left by Yue Feng defending Donghai City last time
when the Apocalypse Continent invaded. Another slap print was just left.
At this moment, Yue Feng was staring at Ji Linglong! In his hands, he was holding
several colorful medicine bottles, which he had just found from Ji Linglong.
Ji Linglong is the head of the Five Poison Sect, and the things on his body are
extremely poisonous. Since he is not sure which is the antidote, Yue Feng naturally
does not dare to give Su Qingyan three of them easily.
“Hee hee, Alliance Leader Yue, you beg me, I’ll tell you if you beg me.”
Facing Yue Feng’s fury, Ji Linglong felt a little palpitated. This man is so terrifying!
However, Ji Linglong’s face still showed an indifferent look, she smiled charmingly and
teased.
“Okay, you don’t say yes.”
Yue Feng was furious and said coldly: “I’ll give you the last ten seconds. Otherwise, you
will be burned to ashes.”
Om!
The moment he spoke, with a wave of breath, a white flame jumped out from Yue
Feng’s palm.
hiss!
This…is this Bailian cold fire?
In an instant, seeing the white flame, the surroundings were silent!

The disciples of the various sects in the Earth Circle Continent looked at each other in
dismay at this time!
Ji Linglong’s body trembled even more, and the smile on her face disappeared instantly,
replaced by endless panic.
As the head of the Five Poison Sect, although she has never seen Bailian Lenghuo with
her own eyes, she has heard of it! Bailian Lenghuo, ranked first in the world’s fire list!
But after that, Ji Linglong calmed down and smiled teasingly: “Okay, if you burn me to
death, you will never know which bottle is the antidote.” As soon as
he finished speaking, Yue Feng sneered: “Why should I Kill you? I’m going to burn you
beyond recognition! I’ll keep your head up for the rest of your life! Never dare to look in
the mirror for the rest of your life!”
Phew!
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voice fell, Yue Feng raised his hand, and Bai Lian jumped out coldly and floated
towards Ji Linglong’s face.
Women all love beauty, especially beautiful women, who value appearance more than
life.
really.
Seeing the cold fire of Bailian getting closer, Ji Linglong turned pale in shock, her
delicate body trembled, and quickly said: “I said…I said…which bottle is white.”
When saying this, Ji Linglong said His face was full of fear, and he no longer had the
arrogant attitude before.
Hearing this, Yue Feng hurriedly poured out the antidote from the white medicine bottle
and gave each to Su Qingyan three.
After a while, Su Qingyan felt the soft acid numbness on her body disappeared.
Snapped!
After regaining his inner strength, Sun Dasheng stood up, slapped Ji Linglong with a
slap in the face, and cursed angrily: “Bitch. I will kill you with a special code!” After
saying that, Sun Dasheng held the ax tightly and was about to kill him. Ji Linglong.

“Great Sage!” Seeing this scene, Wen Chou Chou quickly stopped him: “Great Sage,
keep this woman first, it may be useful.”
After saying that, Wen Chou Chou turned to look at Yue Feng: “Fengzi, let’s go to the
Ouyang family quickly, Hurry up! If it’s too late, I’m afraid it will be too late!”
“Yeah!” Yue Feng nodded, nodding his head, jumping on Xue Ying’s back, and rushing
towards the Ouyang family.
…..
On the other side, the Ouyang family.
In midair, Duan Yu and the six fairies are fighting for their inner strength!
The six fairies and Duan Yu have fought for hundreds of rounds just now! Duan Yu saw
a flaw and disrupted their formation. Then take the opportunity to fight with them.
Duan Yu has the axe to open the sky, constantly replenishing his internal strength, the
Six Fairies have no chance of winning! But they all clenched their teeth and didn’t give
up at all!
“Break it for me!”
Duan Yu shouted, and the air began to twist! The six fairies turned pale and fell from the
sky one after another! They clutched their chests one by one, obviously losing their
strength.
“Hahaha, hahaha!” Duan Yu laughed wildly, his eyes swept across the Ouyang family:
“These six women have no strength, I see this time, who else can save your Ouyang
family!
” When he fell, Duan Yu swung his axe out, slashing at Yue Tianheng, who was closest
to him!
“You, you, you are a bad person! You killed your aunt, and you want to kill your uncle!
The son won’t let you go!” At this moment, a girl came running quickly and stood in front
of Yue Tianheng. It is Xiao Xi!
“Girl, dodge! Hurry up! Leave me alone!” Yue Tianheng howled desperately.
Although Yue Tianheng and Xiao Xi have not been together for a long time, Yue
Tianheng likes her very much. Now looking at this girl, standing in front of him, Yue
Tianheng’s heart warms.

At this moment, Xiao Xi’s face burst into tears, she opened her hand and stopped in
front of Yue Tianheng, how could she have any intention of hiding! Xiao Xi only knew
that if something happened to his uncle again, the son would really collapse! So even if
I tried my best, I had to protect my uncle, and I couldn’t let my uncle get hurt a little
more! As long as you still have a breath, you must stand in front of your uncle!
Xiao Xi looked at Duan Yu in midair, and shouted with red eyes: “I don’t allow you to
hurt my uncle, I don’t! You wait, when my son comes back.. I will definitely not let you
go… son will not let you go. !”
“Won’t let me go!” Duan Yu looked at Xiao Xi coldly, his eyes extremely gloomy: “At the
beginning, I slashed Sun Dasheng 36 times, and Yue Feng avenged him by slashing
me a full 360 times! Open the key! When Yue Feng comes back today, I want to pay
him back ten times! I want to kill him with a thousand swords! I will kill you first, and then
go to Yue Feng! You, no one can escape!” The
voice fell, Duan Yu held the opening axe and slashed at Xiao Xi with an axe!
At this moment, everyone in the Ouyang family has no more strength to fight!
This axe has the power of thunder!
Xiaoxi stood there without flinching! But she closed her eyes. She knew that even if she
wanted to hide, she couldn’t. Seeing the axe getting closer and closer, Xiao Xi’s tears
fell down. Totally desperate!
Young Master, where are you.
Auntie was killed by bad guys.
Xiao Xi was also bullied by others … Young
Master, where are you? Do you know that Xiao Xi will never see you again..
” Duan Yu, am I cheating on you!”
At this moment, a roar came from a distance, resounding across the world!
Looking from a distance, I saw a white giant eagle flying in mid-air!
On Xue Ying’s back, Yue Feng is holding a blood-drinking sword! Furious! The eyes are
blood red!
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Yue Feng saw that the beautiful and magnificent Ouyang mansion had turned into ruins,
and the disciples of the Ouyang family were dead and wounded!
He also saw that Duan Yu’s axe was about to slash on Xiao Xi’s body!
“Ah!” Yue Feng howled frantically, the blood-drinking sword smashed into the air and
smashed directly on Duan Yu’s giant axe!
“Clang!”
A loud noise made everyone’s heart tremble! Duan Yu took a step back, his eyes firmly
locked on Yue Feng!
“Xiao Xi.” With red eyes, Yue Feng hugged Xiao Xi’s waist and took her into his arms.
“Young Master!” Xiao Xi stomped her feet, tears pouring out, she felt extremely
aggrieved.
Yue Feng!
He finally came.
At this moment, the six fairies are also extremely happy!
Especially the little fairy, her eyes flickered, unable to hide her joy!
“Yue Feng!” Duan Yu held the Heaven-Opening Axe tightly, with blue veins all over his
arms!
Enemies meet, killing intent is everywhere!
Duan Yu looked at Yue Feng coldly, it was this person who slaughtered the Duan
family! It is because of this person that he has not had a good night’s sleep in the past
two years, and he wants to take revenge when he closes his eyes!
Duan Yu wanted to kill Yue Feng in his dreams! But at this time, Yu heart also had
some doubts. Why is this Yue Feng here? Isn’t he still in the star-picking building right
now?
He hasn’t killed the Ouyang family yet, so he came over so quickly? What was Ji
Linglong doing to eat, he didn’t stop him!
Yue Feng on the side ignored him, but looked around, shaking violently!
He clearly saw that his father Yue Tianheng fell to the ground, holding the bloodcovered Su Yue in his arms.

As for Su Yue, her eyes were tightly closed, her face was pale, and she had lost her
breath.
“Mom!!!”
At this moment, Yue Feng let out a howl, tears blurring his vision instantly!
Heartache, sadness, endless anger, one after another, Yue Feng at this time, collapsed
directly!
Since he was an adult, Yue Feng has rarely been with his parents, let alone filial piety to
his parents! I thought that after I became the leader of the alliance, I would spend more
time with them in the future.
But I never thought that before I could show my filial piety, my mother would leave me
like this!
Furious!
Yue Feng’s eyes were red, and Duan Yu looked at each other!
Looking at Yue Feng’s heartache, Duan Yu was very happy and sneered: “Heartache
right, when you destroyed my Duan family, did you ever think that you have today too,
you don’t have to worry, you, and everyone present Man, I will be sent to hell together.”
“Am I going to cheat you! I will take care of your life!” Yue Feng roared frantically,
raising his hands suddenly!
“Roar!” The
surrounding air quickly twisted, and then, nine golden dragons surrounded Yue Feng!
“Kill!”
There were bursts of loud dragon roars, and nine golden dragons, slack and
unparalleled power, swept towards Duan Yu!
Duan Yu snorted coldly as he watched the nine golden dragons pounce.
hum!
In the next second, Duan Yu suddenly raised his hand and waved, and a golden beam
burst out from the opening axe, tearing apart the world and attacking!
boom! boom! Boom….

This golden light emitted by Duan Yu collided with the golden dragon, and a violent
vibration erupted. Immediately, the nine golden dragons were directly defeated, turning
into a golden light and shadow, dissipating between the heaven and the earth!
What?
Seeing this scene, the people below were stunned and stunned.
The power of this opening axe, too, too strong, right? !
The nine golden dragons that Yue Feng burst out were already very terrifying, but they
were beaten by Kaitian Axe.
Yue Feng, who was suspended in mid-air, was extremely angry at the same time, but
he was also shocked beyond words!
Is this the power of an artifact?
This, this is a bit outrageous, isn’t it? !
“Haha…”
Duan Yu smiled contemptuously, and said to Yue Fengxi, “You are still the leader of the
martial arts alliance, so that’s all you have?”
“Fengzi, let’s help you!”
At this moment, Sun Dasheng, Wen Chou Chou and Su Qing Yan jumped up and
charged towards Duan Yu!
hum!
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three of them exploded their internal strength at the same time, and three powerful
breaths directly locked Duan Yu, with amazing power!
However, there was a hint of arrogance at the corner of Duan Yu’s mouth: “Beyond
one’s own strength.” When the
voice fell, Duan Yu waved the axe to open the sky, and three golden beams slashed out
to meet the three Sun Dasheng.
Bang bang bang!

The three hurried to dodge, but they were still a step behind! After being swept by Jin
Mang, the three of them groaned and fell towards the bottom.
“Pfft…”
After landing, Wen Chou Chou spit out a mouthful of blood before he could stand still!
Sun Dasheng was also pale and obviously injured.
Su Qingyan was fine. After all, she is the third stage Martial Emperor, and as the sect
master of Wenzong, she is extremely powerful! But this blow, Su Qingyan was also
faintly shocked, this Duan Yu’s strength is really strong!
“Yue Feng!”
Duan Yu clenched his fists tightly, his figure hovering proudly in mid-air, staring at Yue
Feng, saying word by word, “Yue Feng, no one can save you today, die.” The
voice fell, Duan Yu clenched the Heavenly Axe tightly, and his figure was like a
streamer, rushing directly towards Yue Feng!
“Even if I die, I’ll take you to bury you together!” Yue Feng howled desperately, his eyes
blood red, and the moment the voice fell, a white flame jumped out of Yue Feng’s palm
and arrived in front of Duan Yu in an instant!
What? !
What is this? !
At this time, Duan Yu did not know that there was a strange fire between heaven and
earth.
However, feeling the scorching temperature of Bailian’s cold fire, Duan Yu was amazed
and hurriedly stopped the opening axe in front of him!
puff!
Bai Lian’s cold fire hit the opening axe, and it didn’t burn, but went out.
If any other weapon encounters the cold fire of Bailian, it is likely to be burned down!
But this opening axe is safe and sound! This white lotus cold fire, although it is the first
strange fire in the world, can burn all things, but it is not invincible. You know, Duan Yu
is holding an ancient artifact!
How could this be?

Yue Feng’s face changed, and the whole person was stunned.
Duan Yu was overjoyed, and sneered: “You’re so capable?” After speaking, the whole
person rushed again!
Yue Feng clenched his fists tightly, holding the blood-drinking sword, and directly
greeted him!
“Clang!” In the
next second, the blood-drinking sword and the opening axe collided, making a loud
noise. Yue Feng was directly knocked over a hundred meters away, and a mouthful of
blood spurted out. At the same time, the blood-drinking sword in his hand also shattered
into pieces. Two paragraphs!
You know, just now in the Star Picking Building, facing the Xi Cang soldiers, Yue Feng
made a big killing, and now the Blood Drinking Sword has reached the purple rank! But
still can’t stop the axe!
Phew…
At this moment, Yue Feng was shocked and angry! The people below are also secretly
sucking in the cold air!
This section of Yu has the Sky-opening Axe in his hand, it is too strong, Yue Feng’s
weapons have been destroyed, how can he fight!
“Yue Feng, be careful…” The
little fairy sat there cross-legged, and while recovering her internal strength, she
watched the situation on Yue Feng’s side and couldn’t help shouting.
The people next to him were also secretly worried for Yue Feng.
At this time, everyone present wanted to rush up to help Yue Feng. However, under the
fierce battle just now, Bai Shengshui and the others consumed a lot of internal energy,
and rushing up at this time is equivalent to dying, and they must recover their internal
energy.
“Hahaha…”
Duan Yu laughed in the sky, extremely proud and happy: “Yue Feng, what skills do you
still have, try it out, today I want you to be convinced of your defeat and die!”
“Om!”

This In an instant, Duan Yu raised his hand again, and a breath of destruction erupted
from the Heaven-Opening Axe again! He slashed fiercely at Yue Feng!
call! This axe seems to split the entire sky into two worlds!
In an instant, everyone was sweating for Yue Feng!
Yue Feng was also taken aback. He never thought that the power of the HeavenOpening Axe would be so terrifying!
Whoops!
At this critical moment, Yue Feng opened the Linglong Pagoda with his thoughts, and in
that instant, a figure appeared in front of Yue Feng.
Each of these figures is filled with a powerful aura, it is the five hundred people who are
trapped at the bottom of the Linglong Pagoda! The five hundred soldiers were almost all
injured when they resisted the soldiers of Xi Cang in the Star Zhai Tower just now.
But at this time, these five hundred people shot together, forming a protective layer in
front of Yue Feng!
boom!
The axe slashed on the protective film and made a roar that shocked the world!
Although five hundred strong men joined forces to block the blow. But after all, it was an
axe to open the sky. For a time, these five hundred people were all pale!
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Huh?
Seeing this scene, Duan Yu frowned.
what happened?
How come more than 500 people appeared at once?
“Kill him!”
At this moment, Yue Feng shouted coldly.
Immediately, five hundred strong men roared up one after another, rushing towards
Duan Yu like a tide.

At the same time, Yue Feng also used his internal power, following closely behind.
However!
Although there are quite a few of these five hundred people, they are all injured, and
facing Duan Yu’s Heaven-Opening Axe, it is still difficult to turn the tide of the battle!
In just five minutes, more than half of these five hundred people were defeated by Duan
Yu!
The remaining red-eyed bear king, and the red-flamed snake king, although they did not
receive serious damage, they were still struggling to support.
And Yue Feng was also covered in blood!
Just now, he was swept away by the remaining force of the opening axe, and his entire
shoulder was dripping with blood. If he hadn’t dodged quickly, I was afraid that his entire
arm would have been chopped off.
powerful!
The power of this opening axe is too strong.
At this time, seeing these powerhouses in Linglong Tower being defeated by Duan Yu
one by one, the number of them is getting smaller and smaller, Yue Feng is angry and
anxious!
“You die for me!”
At this moment, Duan Yu roared, and in the blink of an eye, he broke through the siege,
and the opening axe in his hand slashed towards Yue Feng!
This blow is Duan Yu’s strongest blow! When this axe falls, Ren Yuefeng is the Martial
Emperor, and he will surely die!
The six fairies in the audience, Xiao Xi and Su Qingyan, were dripping with perspiration
and biting their lips tightly.
Yue Feng’s pupils shrank sharply, seeing the axe getting closer and closer, the whole
person was completely desperate! There is absolutely no escape!
It’s over…
Today… I’m afraid I’m going to die here…
Yue Feng felt a pain in his chest and couldn’t help but look at the ground.

On the ground, Yue Tianheng was hugging his mother, crying heartbreakingly!
Dad, mom, son, I’m sorry for you. The son cannot be filial.
Yue Feng’s tears fell down, slowly closing his eyes.
Everyone’s hearts are clenched! Kaitian Axe is less than three meters away from Yue
Feng!
The people on the ground closed their eyes one after another and dared not look any
further!
However, at this moment, Yue Feng only felt his whole body tremble, and then his eyes
suddenly opened!
“Om!”
At this moment, Yue Feng seemed to realize something!
“Duan Yu, you killed my mother, I will make you pay with blood! Blood for blood!”
Finally, a crazy voice came from Yue Feng’s mouth!
hum!
The voice fell, Yue Feng raised his hands, and the inner strength of Dantian burst out!
At this time, Yue Feng, in his dantian, has no inner strength, just like an ordinary
person.
“What is he going to do?”
“Yue Feng, what are you doing?”
All of a sudden, the expressions of everyone below changed, and everyone was
extremely surprised.
All the internal forces are released, how can they fight against Duan Yu? Isn’t this
looking for death?
However, Yue Feng did not hear their words, floating in the air, his eyes tightly closed!
Finally, a cold voice came from Yue Feng’s mouth, resounding throughout the world!
“Big Sky Breaker, Mountains and Rivers Map!” In the

next second, Yue Feng’s eyes suddenly opened, and at the same time, his right hand
pointed to the sky!
hum!
When the last word fell, the world changed color! I saw dark clouds in the sky, and at
the same time, the flowers, plants and trees in a radius of 100 miles quickly withered!
Become yellow and yellow!
“Kacha!”
With a loud noise, the ground began to shatter frantically with Yue Feng’s feet as the
center! The magma in the ground, like a fire dragon, rushed up directly and surrounded
Yue Feng!
The Great Destruction Technique has three layers!
The skills of the first layer are: [One Finger to Heaven and Earth].
The skills of the second layer are: [Mountain and River Map].
The third floor is also the highest realm, and the skill is: [Fighting the Sun and Moon]!
For a long time, Yue Feng has only understood the first layer, pointing to the universe.
When Yu Ruo married Yu Yang, Yue Feng used this skill to make a big wedding.
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